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Abstract 

Research papers available on the World Wide Web (WWW or Web) 
are often poorly organized, often exist in forms opaque to search 
engines (e.g. Postscript), and increase in quantity daily. Significant 
amounts of time and effort are typically needed in order to find in- 
teresting and relevant publications on the Web. We have developed 
a Web based information agent that assists the user in the process 
of performing a scientific literature search. Given a set of key- 
words, the agent uses Web search engines and heuristics to locate 
and download papers. The papers are parsed in order to extract in- 
formation features such as the abstract and individually identified 
citations. The agent’s Web interface can be used to find relevant 
papers in the database using keyword searches, or by navigating 
the links between papers formed by the citations. Links to both 
“citing” and “cited” publications can be followed. In addition to 
simple browsing and keyword searches, the agent can find papers 
which are similar to a given paper using word information and by 
analyzing common citations made by the papers. 

1 Introduction 

Scientific research attempts to add to the body of human knowl- 
edge, but because the realm of research is so vast, researchers have 
the potential to duplicate previously performed work. A literature 
search for relevant published research results is generally used to 
avoid duplication of work. hIost published scientific research ap- 
pears in paper documents such as scholarly journals or conference 
proceedings, but there is usually a considerable time lag between 
the completion of research and the availability of such publications. 
The World Wide Web (WWW or Web) has become an important 
distribution medium for scientific research because Web publica- 
tions are often available before any corresponding printed publica- 
tions in journals or conference proceedings. In order to keep up 
with current research, especially in quickly advancing fields, a re- 
searcher can use the Web to download papers as soon as they are 
made available by the author. 

A problem in the search for current relevant published research 
is the exponential growth of the literature. The Web makes liter- 
ature easier to access, but ease of publication encourages an in- 
creased publication rate. Additionally, Web based research publi- 

cations tend to be poorly organized (each institution or research 
may have his or her own organizational scheme), and are spree 
throughout the Web. Despite these problems, there are potential 
important advantages to Web based scientific literature - articl’ 
on the Web can be retrieved and processed by autonomous a&en 
much more easily than printed documents. Agents searching 11 
Web can provide an automated means to find, download, and judl 
the relevance of published research contained therein. 

1.1 Search Engines and Web Browsing 

Currently, one of the most commonly used methods for finding h 
teresting publications on the Web is to use a combination of \K 
Search Engines with manual Web browsing. Web search engine 
such as AltaVista (http : //al tavis ta. digi tal . corn) ir 
dex the text contained on Web pages, allowing users to find ir 
formation using keyword search. Some research publications o 
the Web are made available in HTML format, making the text c 
these papers searchable with Web search engines. However, mo: 
of the published research papers on the Web are in Postscript forr 
(which preserves the formatting of the original), rather than HTML 
The text of these papers is not indexed by search engines such a 
AltaVista, requiring researchers to locate pages which contain link 
to these papers (e.g. by searching for a paper title or author name) 

1.2 An Agent to Assist in Finding Relevant Publications 

The “mostly manual” method of finding literature using seurch en 
gines and browsing requires a great deal of tedious, repetitive use 
intervention in order to reach a point where the user can actually 
read part of the document to determine whether it is of interest. Ad 
ditionally, even when papers are immediately available, there ma) 
be too many potentially interesting papers to practically peruse. Ir 
order to assist the user in finding relevant research publications or 
the Web, we have developed CifeSeer, an “assistant agent” which 
improves upon this manual process in three ways: 

1. It automates the tedious, repetitive, and slow process of find. 
ing and retrieving Web based publications. 

2. Once potentially relevant papers are retrieved, it guides the 
user towards interesting papers by making them searchable. 
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3. When a relevant paper is found, it helps the user by suggest- 
ing other related papers using similarity measures derived 
from semantic features of the documents. 

The operation of CiteSeer is relatively simple. Given a set of broad 
topic keywords, CiteSeer uses Web search engines and heuristics 
to locate and download papers which are potentially relevant to the 
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user’s topic, The downloaded papers are parsed to extract semantic 
fcntures, including citations and word frequency information. This 
information is then stored in a database which the user can search 
by keyword, or use citation links to find related papers. The agent 
can nlso automatically find papers similar to a paper of interest us- 
Ing ficmantic fcaturc information. 

2 Provlous Research 

The design of CitcSeer takes benefit from three broad lines of pre- 
vious research, One is work in the area of Web, interface, and as- 
nlstant software agents. Another line of previous research is inves- 
tlgallon into semantic distance measures between text documents 
so that agents can simulate a user’s concept of document similarity. 
One Important example of a feature used to form semantic distance 
mensurcs is that of cifation indexjng, which records published re- 
search citations of and by other publications. 

2.1 Assistant Agents 

Assistant agents are often detined as agents designed to assist the 
user with the USC of software systems by performing tasks on be- 
hnlf of the user, making interaction with the software system eas- 
ier and/or more efficient. Several assistant agents have been con- 
structcd to help the user find interesting and relevant World Wide 
Web pages more quickly and easily. Some of these, such as [lo, 3, 
9, Ill (and [5] contains an overview of several agents) learn from 
user f’ecdback in an environment of word vector features to find 
more relevant Web pages, Interesting changes to known relevant 
Web pages arc learned by the “Do-I-Care” agent [17]. This system 
also allows the agent to learn from the feedback of another user. 
Although it does no learning, the heuristic Web agent “CIFP’ [8] 
tries to find citations of a specified paper on the World Wide Web. 
CilcSeer differs from most previous Web agents in that it actually 
creates a customized “view” of a part of the Web. A local database 
Is created which structures documents downloaded from the Web 
in n way that is far more easily searched and browsed than if a 
simple list of URLs were prcsentcd. Additionally, CiteSeer allows 
aenrching inside Postscript documents, which are “opaque” to all 
previous search engines and agents. 

2.2 Semantic Distance Measures 

Given a set of documents (essentially text strings), there has been 
much interest in estimating a human notion of distance (or the in- 
vcrsc, similarity) measurements between documents. Presently, we 
arc nware of three commonly used types of models. One is the 
s(rh~g distnncc or edit disfancc measure which considers distance 
ns the amount of difference between strings of symbols. For exam- 
ple, the Levcnshtcin distance [7] is a well known early edit distance 
where the difference between two text strings is simply the number 
of insertions, dclctions, or substitutions of letters to transform one 
string into another. A more recent and sophisticated example is 
Llkelt [18, 191 where a string distance is based on an algorithm 
thnt tries to “build an optimal weighted matching of the letters and 
multlgraphs (groups of lettersr. 

Another type of text string distance measure is based on statis- 
tics of words which arc common to sets of documents, especially 
as part of n corpus of a large number of documents. One com- 
monly used form of this measure, based on word frequencies, is 
known as term frequency x inverse document frequency (TFIDF) 
[IS], Consider a dictionary of all of the words (terms) in a corpus 
of documents, In some systems, very common words, sometimes 
cnlled stop words, such as the, a, etc. are ignored for computational 
cfliclcncy, Also, sometimes only the stems of words are considered 

instead of complete words. An often used stemming heuristic in- 
troduced by Porter [12] tries to return the same stem from several 
forms of the same word. (e.g. “walking”, “‘walk”. “walked” all 
become simply “walk”.) In a document d, the frequency of each 
word stem s is fds, the number of documents having stem s is n,, 
and the highest term frequency is called f&,,,=. In one such TFIDF 
scheme [ 141 a word weight r&r* is calculated as: 

wds = 

(0.5 f 0.5~)(log $Q) 
mot 

xj&J((Oe5 + o’5&)2(log +)*I 

where ND is the total number of documents. In order to find the 
distance between two documents, a simple dot product of the two 
word vectors for those documents is calculated. 

A third type of semantic distance measure is one in which knowl- 
edge about document components or structure is used. In the case 
of research publications for example, citations of papers by other 
papers has been used to create citation indices which can be used 
to gauge document relatedness [13]. Another example is the Para- 
Site system [16], in which the nearness of links to referenced Web 
pages in the HTML structure of a referencing Web page are used 
as an indicator of relatedness of the referenced pages. 

2.3 Citation Indexing 

References contained in scientific articles are used to give credit 
to previous work in the literature and can be thought of as a link 
between the “citing” and “cited” articles. A citation index con- 
tains the references that an article cites, linking the articles with 
the cited works. Citations are a semantic feature of a research pub- 
lication which can be used to determine its relationships to other 
publications. Citation indices were originally designed mainly for 
information retrieval [6]. Papers can be located independent of lan- 
guage, and words in the title, keywords or document. A citation 
index allows navigation backward in time (the list of cited articles) 
and forward in time (which subsequent articles cite the current ar- 
ticle?) making it a powerful tool for literature search. 

There are a few existing commercial citation indexed databases, 
such as those provided by the Institute for Scientific Information 
(ISI) [l]. IS1 produces several citation indices including the Sci- 
ence Ciralion Index 8, which is a multidisciplinary citation index 
for scientific periodicals. Another commercial database which pro- 
vides citation indexing is the legal database offered by the West 
Group [2], which indexes case law, as opposed to scientific re- 
search publications. CiteSeer-created indices are a departure from 
commercial indices of scientific literature due to their automatic 
creation and extraction of citations, as well as the ability for users 
to create databases in real time. CiteSeer autonomously locates, 
parses, and indexes articles found on the World Wide Web. The 
publication delay for printed journals and conferences means that 
CiteSeer has access to articles that are more recent. All previous 
commercial indices are large, accumulative databases, while Cite- 
Seer is an up to date “snapshot” of relevant literature on the Web. 

2.4 A Universal Citation Database 

Cameron has proposed a “universal, [Internet-based,] bibliographic 
and citation database linking every scholarly work ever written” 
[4]. He describes a system in which all of the worlds published re- 
search would be available to and searchable by any scholar with 
Internet access. Such a database would be highly “comprehen- 
sive and up-to-date”, making it a powerful tool for academic lit- 
erature research. CiteSeer can be thought of as a partial agent im- 
plementation of what Cameron would call a “semi-universal cita- 
tion database”, since a CiteSeer agent only gathers works beyond 
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a point in time. Perhaps one of the most important differences be- 
twccn Cameron’s universal citation database and CiteSeer is that 
CiteSecr does not require any extra effort on the part of authors be- 
yond placement of their work on the Web, CiteSeer automatically 
creates the document and citation database from downloaded doc- 
uments, whereas Cameron has proposed a system whereby authors 
or institutions must make citations in a specific format. 

3 Agent Architecture 

The CitcSccr agent consists of three main components: (i) a sub- 
agent to automatically locate and acquire research publications, (ii) 
a document parser and database creator, and (iii) a database browser 
interface which supports search by keyword and browsing by cita- 
tion links. Figure 1 gives a diagram of this architecture. 

Database Query 

Text Ales I 

SQL 
Query 
Results 

Figure 1: CiteSeer Agent Architecture. 

3,l Document Acquisition 

The operation of CiteSeer is relatively straightforward. When the 
user wishes to explore a new topic, a new instance of the agent is 
crcatcd for that particular topic. The first step is the invocation of a 
sub-agent to search for Web pages which are likely to contain links 
to research papers of interest. The user invokes this sub-agent by 
giving it broad keywords. The agent uses Web search engines (e.g. 
AllaVista, HotBot, Excite) and heuristics (e.g. searching for pages 
which also contain the words “publications”, “postscript”, etc.). 
The agent locates and downloads Postscript files identified by “.ps”, 
“,ps,Z”, or “,ps.gz” extensions. Duplicate URLs and Postscript 
lllcs arc avoided, Although the only supported document format 
is Postscript, the vast majority of Web based publications are in 
this form, making this a minor limitation. Other formats could be 
used in the future with the appropriate converters. 

3.2 Document Parsing 

Document parsing is the processing of downloaded documents to 
extract semantic features from the documents. An instance of the 

CiteSeer agent invokes a parsing sub-agent to control the various 
parsing programs, and perform organizational housekeeping, error 
log generation, and hardware usage management. The parsing pro- 
grams extract the desired document features and place them into an 
SQL database. The database contains the following tables: 

l document: Contains pieces of text from the document, the 
URL of the document, and a Unique Article ID number (UAID). 

l documentwords: Contains word frequency information about 
the body of documents referenced in the document table. 

l citation: Contains the text of citations made by the docu- 
ments in the document table as well as parsed field infor- 
mation. Each record in this table has a Unique Citation ID 
Number (KID) and a field for the corresponding UAID. 

l citationwords: Contains word frequency about the citations 
in citation. 

l citecluster and clusterweights: Contains cluster number and 
weighting information when grouping identical citations in 
different forms. This information is used for automatic siml- 
lar document retrieval. 

As documents are searched for by the acquisition sub-agent, a 
document parsing sub-agent watches the download directory and 
begins the parsing process on documents as they become avail- 
able. The first step in document parsing is the extraction of the 
raw text from the Postscript tile. Currently, we use the pstotext 
program from the DEC Virtual Paper Project. This program tries 
to extract ASCII text formatted using information from the origi- 
nal Postscript text formatting. Then, the formatted ASCII text is 
verified as a valid research document including a check for the ex- 
istence of a list of references near the end of the document and a 
check for non-English documents (Publications in other languages 
are not yet handled). An attempt is also made to correct the page 
order of reverse page order documents while invalid documents are 
recorded as such and skipped. Heuristics are used to identify the 
following in valid documents: 

l Header: This is the information at the beginning of the paper 
that contains the title, author, institution, and other informa- 
tion that comes before actual document text. Identification of 
features inside the header (e.g. author, title) is not performed 
as yet. 

l Abstract: If it exists, the abstract text is extracted. 

l Introduction: If it exists, the first 300 words of the introduc- 
tion section are extracted 

l Citations: The list of references made by the document are 
extracted and parsed further as described below. 

l WordFrequency: Word frequencies are recorded for all words 
in the document except those in the citations and stop words. 
The recorded words are stemmed using Porter’s algorithm. 

Once the set of references has been identified, individual citations 
are extracted. Each citation is parsed using heuristics to extract the 
following fields: title, author, year of publication, page numbers, 
and citation tag. The citation tag is the information in the cita- 
tion that is used to cite that citation in the body of the document 
(e.g. “[6]“, “[Giles97]“. “Marr 1982”). Word frequency of each 
citation is also recorded, with stop word removal and stemming ap 
plied. Additionally, we use the citation tags to find the locations 
in the document body text where the citations are actually made. 
This allows us to extract the context of the citations during database 
browsing. 
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The heuristics used to parse citations were constructed with an 
“invariants lirst” philosophy. That is, subfields of a citation which 
hnd rclalivcly uniform syntactic indicators as to their position and 
composition given all previous parsing, were always parsed next. 
For example, the year of publication exists in almost every cita- 
tlon ns a four digit number beginning with the digits “19”. Once 
the more regular features of a citation were identified, trends in 
ayntnctic relationships between subfields to be identified and those 
nlrcndy identified were used to guess where the desired subfield 
cxlsted (If at all), For example, author information almost always 
prccedcs title information, and publisher almost always follows the 
title, 

3.3 Database Browsing 

The third component of the CiteSeeragent is the document database 
browser, This consists of a query processing sub-agent which takes 
a user query of proper syntax and returns an HTML formatted 
rcsponsc, ‘IJ’pically, the query program is used through a Web 
browser lntcrfacc. The query processing sub-agent provides sev- 
eral different browsing capabilities that allow a user to easily navi- 
gnlc through the document database. Although search by keyword 
Is supported, there is emphasis on using the links between “citing” 
nnd “cltcd” documents to find related research papers. 

The first ncccss to the publication database must be a keyword 
@arch, After any non-empty query response is given, then the user 
mny browse. A CitcScer database was created using the initial key- 
words ‘neural networks” for demonstration purposes. Note that we 
hnvc not attempted to index all neural network publications on the 
Web, Suppose the user would like to find all cited papers jointly 
authored by Giles and Chen therein. The example query, cita- 
lion: +Glles &hen asks for all citations which contain the words 
“Gilts” and “Chen”. Figure 2 shows the results of this query in the 
snmplc neural network database. The number of documents which 
cite each rcfercncc is given before the reference. At the bottom, 
WC can see thnt there arc a total of 36 references to papers by these 
IWO nuthors in the neural network database. We use an identical 
citation grouping (KG) algorithm to group several instances of the 
snmc cited document which may appear in different formats in the 
citing documents, as described below. 

The first page of results from an example keyword search in the 
documents lhemselves, document: +recurrent +series, is shown 
In Figure 3, Here the header information is given for documents 
which contain the keywords in their body. Details of a particular 
document can be found by choosing the link (Details). The 
first page of details of the second item in Figure 3 are shown in 
Figure 4, The header, abstract, URL, and list of references made by 
this document can be seen. Once an initial keyword search is made, 
the user can browse the database by using citation-document links. 
The user can find which papers are cited by a particular publication 
and which papers cite a particular publication, including the context 
of those citations. Returning to the example of papers authored 
by Gilts and Chen, suppose a user wishes to know which papers 
cltc the article “Extracting and learning an unknown grammar with 
recurrent neural networks”, shown as the third item in Figure 2. 
There nrc 9 references to this work in the sample neural network 
database. Choosing the link (Details) following this reference 
returns results (the first page of which is) shown in Figure 5. The 
user is given the exact form of each citation, a link to the citing 
document, and the context of the citation in the citing document. 
If dcslrcd, the user can retrieve the details of a citing document by 
choosing the appropriate link. The results of such a query are in the 
same format 0s Figure 4. 

4 Semantic Distance Measures 

As mentioned in the references to previous work, semantic distance 
measures between bodies of text are used to measure their “relat- 
edness”. We have implemented semantic distance measures in two 
applications in CiteSeer. First, we have used word frequency and 
edit distances to group different forms of the same citation. Second 
we have developed a means of using citation frequency information 
to find documents related to one of a user’s interest in the CiteSeer 
database. 

4.1 Identical Citation Grouping 

Citations to a given article can be made in significantly different 
ways. For example, the folIowing citations, extracted from neural 
network publications, arc all to the same article: 
[71 L. Breiman, J.H. Friedman, R.A. Olshen, and C.J. 

Stone. Classification and Regression Trees. 
Wadsworth, Pacific Grove, California, 1984. 

6. L. Breiman, J. Friedman, R. Olshen and C. Stone, 
Classification and Regression Trees, Wadsworth and 
Brooks, 1984. 

[ll L. Breiman et al. Classification and Regression 
Trees. Wadsworth, 1984. 

As suggested by the example citations above, the problem is not 
completely trivial, and so we have implemented an identical ci- 
tation grouping (ICG) method. The first step in this method is 
a normalization of citations by rules such as conversion to lower 
case and removal of most punctuation. Then, we use the following 
word/phrase matching algorithm to group the citations: 

l Sort the citations by length, from the longest to the shortest cita- 
tion. 
l For each citation c: 

1. Find the group g with the highest number of matching words. 

2. Let a = the ratio of the number ofnon-matching words to the 
number of matching words. 

3. Let b = the ratio of the number of non-matching phrases to 
the number of matching phrases, where a phrase is every set 
of two successive words in every section of the citation con- 
taining three or more words. 

4. If (a < thresholdl) or (a < threshold2 and b < threshold3) 
then then add c to the group g, else create a new group for 
this citation. 

End for 

In this algorithm, if a citation under consideration is close enough 
to an existing citation group, then it is included. Otherwise it starts 
a new group. We have performed a formal quantitative evaluation 
of this and comparative algorithms (a simple baseline method, a 
method based on LikeIt, and the above method without phrases), 
and found that this algorithm performed better than the others (we 
have not included details of the comparison due to space require- 
ments), 

4.2 Finding Similar Documents 

Given a database of documents, a user may find a document of 
interest and then want to find other, related documents. He/she 
may do this manually by using semantic features such as author, 
research group, or publication venue for the document. However, 
CiteSeer also has a mechanism for the automatic retrieval of re- 
lated documents based on distance measures of semantic features 
extracted from those documents. 
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Figure 2: Results of a keyword search on citations in the neural network database. 

4.2.1 Document Distance Measures 

CiteSeer uses several methods for document similarity measure- 
ment. One very common semantic feature used to gauge document 
topic similarity is that of word vectors. We have implemented a 
TPIDF [ 151 scheme to measure a value of each word stem in each 
document where a vector of all of the word stem values represent 
n document. We truncate to the top 20 components for each docu- 
mcnt for computational reasons, but there is evidence that this trun- 
cntion should not have a large affect on the distance measures [14]. 
Previous Web assistant agents (e.g. [IO, 3,171) have also used word 
frequency information to automatically measure how related two 
documents are. A string edit distance measure can also be used to 
determine document similarity. Currently, CiteSeer uses the LikeIt 
string distance [19] to measure the edit distance between the head- 
cm of documents in a database. Likel tries to match substrings in 
a larger string, and common authors, institutions, or words in the 
title will tend to reduce the LikeIt distance between headers. 

Dcspltc their common use, single words (and even phrases) 
may not always have much power to represent the topic of or con- 
ccpts discussed in a research paper. Seldom used words may be 
shared by documents simply by coincidence, thereby giving word 
vector based measures false evidence that the documents are re- 
lated, Also, ambiguity of words and phrases (e.g. “arm” could 
mean a human limb or a weapon) can reduce its effectiveness. Edit 
distances have the diftlculty that similar phrases are considered to 
be close if they have different words that share some of the same 
groups of letters (e.g. “would embrace” and “wooden brace”). 

Citations of other works on the other hand, are hand picked by 
fhc paper’s authors as being related documents. It seems intuitive 
then, to use citation information to judge the relatedness of doc- 
uments. CiteSeer uses common citations to make an estimate of 
which documents are the most closely related to a document picked 
by the user. This measure, “Common Citation x Inverse Docu- 
ment Frequency” (CCIDF) is analogous to word oriented TPIDF 

[14] word weights. The algorithm to calculate the CCIDF related- 
ness of all documents in the database to a document of interest A 
and choose the best M documents is as follows: 

. 1. Use the Identical Citation Grouping (KG) algorithm on the 
entire database of documents to get a count (ci) of how fre- 
quently each cited paper i occurs in the database. Take the in- 
verse of these frequencies as a weight for that citation (wi = 
b) and store these values in the database. This step only 
needs to be executed one time once the database has been 
constructed, and is reused for later queries. 

Determine the list of citations and their associated weights 
for document A and query the database to find the set of 
n documents (Bj} : j = 1.. . la which share at least one 
citation with A. 

For each j = 1.. . n, determine the relatedness of the doc- 
ument Rj as the sum of the weights of the citations shared 
with A. 

- 
Rj = >: wi (2) 

(iEAi)tl(iEBj) 

Sort the Rj values and return the documents Bj with the M 
highest Q values. 

As in the use of TPIDF, CCIDF assumes that if a very uncommon 
citation is shared by two documents, this should be weighted more 
highly than a citation made by a large number of documents. We 
have not performed formal performance measures on CCIDF, how- 
ever we have found it to be useful in practice, and to perform better 
than the word vector or LikeIt based automatic similar document 
retrievers. 
Combination of Methods: Although citation based similar docu- 
ment retrieval has proven to be subjectively superior to word vector 
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or LikcIt based retrieval, CiteSeer also combines different meth- 
ods of document similarity to result in a final similarity distance 
mcasurc that Is hopefully more accurate than any single method 
alone. We use a weighted sum of document similarity measures 
ns n combined similarity measure, which is computed according to 
fhc following combining algorithm: 

1, 

2, 

3, 

4, 

5, 

Calculate the word vector, LikeIt, and citation similarity mea- 
sures and normalize each measure to a 0 to 1 scale where 
1 represents semantically identical documents, and 0 repre- 
sents completely different documents (infinite distance). La- 
bel the normalized similarity measures between two docu- 
ments A and B as WV(A, B), LI(A, B), and CI(A, B) 
respectively. 

Given a target document A and a set of n candidate docu- 
ments {Bj) : j = 1.. , n, measure the similarity between A 
and all n of the Bj documents using the three measures from 
step 1. 

Let vlwv, ZULI, zocr be the weights given to their respective 
similarity measures, These weight values are between 0 and 
1 and they are always normalized so that wwv -l- WLI + 

WCJI = 1. 

Find a combined similarity measure Sj between A and each 
of the Bj documents as the weighted sum: 

Sj = wwv WV(A, B) + wwLI(A, B) + WCI CI(A, B) 

Retrieve the documents with the highest Sj values. 

Although this combination scheme is relatively simple, if the weights 
nrc properly chosen, logically it will always perform as well as or 
better than any single similarity measurement method. The limit- 
ing cnse of n weight of 1 for the best performing method shows that 
this 1s true. In the future, we intend to explore the use of learning 
techniques in order to automatically determine the best weights as 
n function of the particular database in which the combining will 
be used. 

CiteSeer implements this combined, similar document docu- 
ment recommendation mechanism as part of the browsing process. 
Given a specific target document, the user chooses (Find Sim- 
ilar Articles) as seen in Figure 3. The details of the five 
best documents are returned for display in the Web browser. 

5 Conclusion and Future Work 

CiteSeer is an assistant agent that automates and enhances the task 
of finding interesting and relevant research publications on the World 
Wide Web. InformaIly, CiteSeer seems to work we11 as a practical 
tool which can save researchers a great deal of time and effort in 
the process of a literature search. However, there are directions in 
which we intend to tirther deveIop this system. Semantic distance 
measures may be able to assist the recommendation of new inter- 
esting documents. As new research papers become availabIe on the 
Web, they can be automatically downloaded and parsed. If a new 
paper is similar enough to a user-chosen paper of interest, then Cite- 
Seer could notify the user of potentially interesting new research 
by e-mail. Another direction for future work is the collection of 
database statistics. For example, the number of times a paper, au- 
thor, or journal is cited may give some indication of its influence 
in the academic community. CiteSeer can currently rank papers 
according to the number of citations made to them, however rank- 
ings based on authors, journals, etc. are not currently performed. 
CiteSeer could recommend that the user watch out for interesting 
new papers from influential authors and journals. As these statistics 
change over time, this may be an indicator of research trends. Fi- 
nally, we intend to measure and enhance CiteSeer’s performance by 
using existing bibliographic databases such as the many large Bib- 
TeX databases on the Web. BibTeX information is potentially much 
more accurate than that parsed from a Postscript file, and could be 
used to “fill in” information if a simple title match is made. AIso, 
BibTeX files can be used to create a test data set to measure Cite- 
Seer’s citation parsing performance. 
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